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Hi everyone,

Upcoming Events

Last Friday, Mrs Whillas and I took students from Year 1 to Year 5 to Our Voice at the SCU
where they shared ideas on sustainability and our project, as well as listening to other
schools and speakers on the same topic.
This conference is specifically targeted at children and young people. It is about giving
youth a voice where they can share, discuss and stimulate ideas about sustainability and
the environment in a university setting. The conference aims to encourage children and
young people to think critically about sustainability in their local region, share solutions and
identify pathways for change in the future. The conference will also be documented to
extend children and young people's voices to the wider community.
Students demonstrated excellent behavior and enjoyed the learning. We listened to 12
year old Holley Sommerville-Nott as the guest speaker on how important student voice is.
She has many charities, launching a new one at the conference.
Our students chose workshops on bees wax for lunch wraps, koala badge making and
information and turtle sculpture from recycled materials.

November 8
P&C Charity Stall –
Tuntable Creek PS (see
roster attached)
November 30
P&C Meeting 2.30pm
December 4
Scripture Christmas
Presentation
December 7

I would like to take the students down to the creek on Wednesday this week- weather
permitting- to do some follow up site analysis. Students will need to wear suitable shoes
to go down the track.
It is a great time to do frog spotting at the moment, especially after the rain. Take photos
and mark the location of the frog. I saw some awesome photos of the Tusked frog from
Jo’s fab frog pond on the weekend- the eggs, tadpoles and through to final stages.

3 day Family Camp –
Binna Burra Lodge
Lamington National Park
(7 - 9 Dec)
December 15
School Christmas Concert

This Sunday is our jumble sale. Set up is from 8:30 with a finish of 2:30. Please bring
cakes, biscuits etc to sell as well as other things. As per our market day, all food must
state ingredients. Items for the sale can be left at the school on Friday.

Kathleen has booked the accommodation for the end of year family camp.
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Making a Difference

Email: tuntableck-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au

I have included an interesting article around bullying, being mean and rude. We are always
discussing with our students how to get along with others. It is also important that they
understand the language around hurtful things and how to deal with them effectivley. This
week we are focussing on Conflict and what it is and the best ways to deal constructively
with conflict. Tone of voice when speaking, is also on the discussion table, as sometimes,
students don’t often realise that the tone they use to say something can cause conflict.

Alison Bath

Signe Whitson, a child and adolescent therapist, has a timely message for parents
and educators: “there is a real need to draw a distinction between behavior that is
rude, behavior that is mean and behavior that is characteristic of bullying.” In a
HuffPost article, she clarifies the way she identifies the difference and asks adults to
remember that distinguishing between them allows “teachers, school administrators,
police, youth workers, parents and kids all know what to pay attention to and when
to intervene.”
She writes, “While I always want to be careful not to minimize anyone's experience...
if kids and parents improperly classify rudeness and mean behavior as bullying -whether to simply make conversation or to bring attention to their short-term
discomfort -- we all run the risk of becoming so sick and tired of hearing the word
that this actual life-and-death issue among young people loses its urgency as quickly
as it rose to prominence."
So how does Whitson define the differences? Rude, she says, is “[i]nadvertently
saying or doing something that hurts someone else.” In children this takes the form
of social errors like “burping in someone's face, jumping ahead in line, bragging
about achieving the highest grade or even throwing a crushed up pile of leaves in
someone's face.” The critical factor? “Incidents of rudeness are usually
spontaneous, unplanned inconsideration, based on thoughtlessness, poor manners
or narcissism, but not meant to actually hurt someone.”
Being mean involves “purposefully saying or doing something to hurt someone once
(or maybe twice).” Unlike unthinking rudeness, “mean behavior very much aims to
hurt or depreciate someone….Very often, mean behavior in kids is motivated by
angry feelings and/or the misguided goal of propping themselves up in comparison

Rethink sweet drinks

Many children are so used to
sugary drinks; it will take time
to break the bad habit, as taste
buds need to be re-trained away
from the sweetness overload
these drinks provide. Here are
some things you and your child
can do to help break the sugary
drink bad habit:
Decrease the frequency. If
your child is having juice three
times per day, start by cutting
out one serving per day.
Only carry water. When out
and about, carry water to
quench your thirst.
Water down juices. Yes, even
drinks that are 100 percent
juice are still loaded with sugar.
Each day add more and more
water to each sweetened drink
until reaching a point of almost
nothing there.
Stop buying sweetened drinks.
Make water easily accessible.
Place a water pitcher in the
refrigerator or on the counter,
or put it in colourful, eyecatching water bottle or cup.
Infused water. Mix in fruit
(frozen or fresh), vegetables or
herbs such as mint or thyme.
Let it sit overnight, and in the
morning you'll have a delicious
batch of infused water.
Unsweetened milk. Cow's milk,
almond milk, soy milk or rice milk
are all fabulous choices. Three
servings per day help provide
adequate calcium and vitamin D.
Next time your kids are
reaching for a drink, help them
refrain from sipping something
sweet. Their health may depend
on it.

to the person they are putting down.” And while Whitson agrees that both rudeness
and mean behavior require correction, they are “different from bullying in important
ways that should be understood and differentiated when it comes to intervention.”
Bullying is “intentionally aggressive behavior, repeated over time, that involves an
imbalance of power….Kids who bully say or do something intentionally hurtful to
others and they keep doing it, with no sense of regret or remorse -- even when
targets of bullying show or express their hurt or tell the aggressors to stop.” Whitson
gives examples of multiple kinds of bullying, including physical and verbal
aggression, relational aggression (like social exclusion, hazing, or rumor spreading),
and cyberbullying. The key aspect to all of them is the ongoing nature of the
behavior, which leaves the victims feeling powerless and fearful.
As we continue to improve our response to bullying, she asks all adults who interact
with children to remember that “a child's future may depend on a non-jaded adult's
ability to discern between rudeness at the bus stop and life-altering bullying.”
To read Signe Whitson's entire article on HuffPost, visithttp://huff.to/1XIDuIT
Whitson is also the author of the bullying prevention book for parents and educators,
"8 Keys to End Bullying: Strategies for Parents & Schools"
at http://www.amightygirl.com/8-keys-to-end-bullying

SUNDAY 8TH NOVEMBER CHARITY STALL ROSTER
8. 30AM (SETUP)

1 1 . 00AM

1 . 00PM

2. 30PM (PACKUP)

JO
KIZZY
ALISON
KATHLEEN
JOHN
FUMIE
TIM
KERRY
BRIE
TIM
WENDY

JO
KIZZY
TIM
WENDY

36 SOFTDRINKS (ICE/ESKY)

Cold drinks
Bric-a-brac
Cakes
From 8.30am – 2.30pm

